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Life cycle interpretation is one of the four phases identi-
fied in the ISO 14040 and the ISO 14044 standards (ISO 
2006a,b). The interpretation phase requires a critical 
assessment of the result of an LCA study, encompassing 
life cycle inventory (LCI) and life cycle impact assessment 
(LCIA) phases according to the goal and scope of the study. 
The importance of a proper interpretation of results of an 
LCA study is recognized by relevant standards, guides and 
research articles. The ISO 14044 specifies that interpreta-
tion comprises the following elements: (i) the identification 
of the significant issues based on the results of the LCI and 
LCIA phases of LCA; (ii) an evaluation that considers com-
pleteness, sensitivity and consistency checks; and (iii) the 
provision of conclusions, limitations and recommendations 
(ISO 2006b).

LCA is also recognised as a reference method for deci-
sion support in the policy context. For example, in the EU 
context, several initiatives and pilots projects are related 
to the European Environmental Footprint initiative (EC 
2013). Moreover, LCA has been included  among the 
methods  to be adopted for supporting policy impact 
assessment in the EU Better Regulation toolbox (EC 
2015). In this setting, robust and sound interpretation of 
LCA results is a must. For example, in the Product Envi-
ronmental Footprint (PEF) Guide (EC 2013), it is stated 

that interpretation of the results of a PEF study serves 
two purposes: (i) to ensure that the performance of the 
PEF model corresponds to the goals and quality require-
ments of the study; in this sense, PEF interpretation may 
inform iterative improvements of the PEF model until all 
goals and requirements are met; and (ii) to derive robust 
conclusions and recommendations from the analysis, for 
example in support of environmental improvements.

Notwithstanding that  a number of methodological guid-
ance exist on the different steps of LCA, the interpretation 
phase, so far, has been little systematized. This has resulted 
in situations, where LCA practitioners formulate conclusions 
and recommendations with disregard of the uncertainties or 
the lack of consistency underlying within the LCIA steps and 
across the goal and scope definition or the LCI phases. The 
lack of comprehensive guidance for the interpretation phase is 
alarming as LCA is being increasingly recognised by various 
private and public stakeholders as a key element for decision 
support. Companies are applying LCA strategically to identify 
sustainability improvements ranging from single case studies 
to product portfolio decisions (Stewart et al. 2018). Critical 
issues span from understanding the influence of data quality 
and data representativeness to the proper use of spatial and 
temporal differentiation in LCI and LCIA, use of normali-
sation and weighting, integration of novel approaches (e.g. 
absolute sustainability concept), consistency across LCI and 
LCIA, overall uncertainty assessment, sensitivity of results to 
different choices made in the goal and scope definition (e.g. 
functional unit, LCIA methodologies, LCI modelling choices, 
handling of multi-functional processes) and use of LCA for 
assessing novel technologies/products, etc.

Initially, it was recognized that interpretation was not one 
of the hot topics in literature studies (Heijungs et al. 2001), and 
authors provided numerical techniques for interpretation. Other 
authors, such as Gaudreault et al. (2009), while recognizing 
that LCA has become an important methodology for more 
sustainable process design, observed that its application 
in a decision-making context has been limited by a poor 
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Table 1  Non-exhaustive list of potentially relevant issues to be considered in the interpretation phase

Linked life cyle phase Issues to be considered in the interpretation phase

Goal and scope The goal and scope phase includes several issues that may influence the interpretation of the results, such as, e.g. 
choice of functional unit, delimitation of system boundaries (inclusion/exclusion of influential processes), selected 
type of LCI modelling approach, handling of multi-functional processes, allocation principles. In this step there is 
as well the selection of LCIA methodologies, which could be associated with different levels of robustness in the 
characterisation models and indicators (see e.g. EC-JRC, 2011, for details on the evaluation criteria and the associ-
ated robustness factors)

Life cycle inventory Use of company-specific data, particularly for activities with high impact contributions, is key. However, this is not 
always collected or collected only to some extent

Selection of secondary data can have a strong influence on the final LCIA results (Corrado et al. 2018). Differences 
can derive mainly from the system boundaries and the modelling approach adopted by the database developers

The selection of process—based or input output—based inventories requires to fully understand and intepret the results 
in lihgt of the specificities in coverage and completeness of approaches (Beylot et al. 2020)

Implementation of inventory flows can vary among different LCA software. The use of harmonized nomenclature for 
inventory flows should be encouraged. In the meanwhile, practitioners should acknowledge possible differences due 
to the use of different software and/or libraries

Lack of representative data meeting data quality rules in frameworks such as the PEF has been shown to be a major 
constraint. While primary data collection is clearly desired, data quality rules should also provide guidance on how 
to use proxies and characterise uncertainties (Golsteijn and Vieira, 2020)

Assessment of novel and emerging technologies, often based on lab-scale data, can underestimate or overestimate the 
LCA results, and guidance for adapting the LCI accordingly are required (Bergenson et al. 2020). Role of regionali-
sation of inventories in both attributional and consequential LCA and the effect on the final results (Patouillard et al 
2020)

LCI and LCIA interface Inconsistency may also occur between LCI and LCIA, leading to the need of verifying the potential discrepancies, e.g. 
between flows that are mapped in LCI and not in LCIA or opposite. Ideally the flow mapping should be the same 
across the LCI results, the sets of characterisation factors and the background inventory behind the normalisation 
references

LCIA The characterisation step in the LCIA method entails several choices made usually in the gola and scope phase, includ-
ing:

Choice of the LCIA method and its consequens on the results (Dekker et al. 2020)
Choice and scoping of sensitivity analyses performed
The use of marginal vs average characterisation factors (Huijbregts et al. 2011; Pfister and Bayer 2014; Boulay et al. 

2020) and the additional perspective on the context-dependence of the choice based on the burden-sharing (Forin 
et al. 2020)

The use of spatially- and/or temporally-differentiated characterisation factors (Boulay et al. 2015) and the associated 
uncertainties (see e.g. the case study on Brasil in this issue, Andrade et al. 2020, de Freitas Alves et al., 2020). The 
use of spatially differentiated characterisation factors has a clear impact on the selection of relevant impact categories 
which are driven by different hotspots. As such it has been demonstrated that LCA based decision frameworks cannot 
simply be applied in different regions, without consideration of local aspects (Golsteijn and Vieira, 2020)

The handling of specific group of substances, e.g. inclusion or exclusion of long-term emissions that have strong influ-
ence on results for some impact categories (e.g. toxicity-related impacts)

The completness of the characterisation of inventory flows (e.g. how significant are the unmapped flows) as well as 
potentially important impact pathways and/or substances missing in the characterisation models

Complementarity of the impact assessment results at midpoint and endpoint levels
The overall uncertainty of characterised, normalised and/or weighted scores, resulting from the combination of uncer-

tainties across the LCI and all the LCIA steps encompassed in the assessment
Specific technique may be needed to support interpretation, especially when benchmarking is at stake (Galindro et al. 

2020)
Given their role in supporting the identification of the most important impact categories or magnitude of the impacts, 

Influential choices and parameters may also emerge through the normalisation and weighting steps:
The use of internal vs. external normalisation approaches (Pizzol et al. 2016)
The adoption of absolute or relative sustainability perspective in assessing the results (Bjoern et al. 2020)
The consideration of uncertainties associated with normalisation references and their influence on normalised impact 

results, including uncertainties in background national, regional or global inventories of pollutant emissions and 
resource consumptions (Benini and Sala 2016; Laurent and Hauschild 2015)

The temporal representativeness of normalisation data as many are very outdated
The identification of the role of weighting, namely how sensitive are results to the elected weighting method (Prado 

et al. 2020)
Epistemological uncertainty related to the definition of weighting factors (e.g. what counts and who should decide 

the weights). Recognising that weighting is always performed (implicitly or explicitly) in decision making (Galatola 
and Pant 2014), an important issue is the incommensurability and compensability among impact categories (Munda 
2008)
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understanding of methodological choices and assumptions. 
They therefore recommended careful interpretation of 
results to improve the quality of the outcome (i.e. improve 
the decision-making process). This view is shared by authors 
such as Prado et al. (2014), who have identified the lack of 
robust methods of interpretation to support decision makers; 
hence, they provide a novel approach based on a multi-criteria 
decision analytic method (stochastic multi-attribute analysis 
for life cycle impact assessment (SMAA-LCIA)) which in their 
view should support both interpretation of results and policy 
makers. Van Hoof et al. (2013) explained how normalisation 
helps maintain a multi-indicator approach while keeping the 
most relevant indicators, allowing effective decision making. 
Finally, other authors, such as Cellura et al. (2011) and Huang 
et al. (2013), performed LCA of specific products and they 
pointed out the relevance of sensitivity analysis to strengthen 
the reliability of the results obtained and draw conclusions 
to support sector-specific guidelines. A structured approach 
covering the LCIA phase has been proposed (Castellani et al. 
2017), highlighting the importance of a systematic sensitivity 
analysis of impact assessment models, normalisation and 
weighting set. Additionally, examples of sensitivity of results 
to impact assessment have been presented, e.g. with regard 
to resources and toxicity impacts (Rigamonti et al. 2017). 
Regarding normalisation and weighting steps, which are 
optional according to ISO standards, the study by Pizzol et al. 
(2016) provides an overview of approaches, strengths and 
limitations.

In view of addressing key challenges of interpretation, 
under the UN Environment Life Cycle Initiative’s 
f lagship project on Global Guidance on LCIA 
Indicators and Methods (GLAM) (UN 2020), a task 
force on interpretation was established to support the 
systematisation and harmonisation of this essential LCA 
phase. The outcome of this working group translated 
into a recent paper (Laurent et  al. 2020), which 
illustrates the state of the art on the interpretation step 
in LCA, providing recommendations and highlighting 
the need for better structuring and framing  this part of 
the assessment. 

In this special issue, with mainly an LCIA angle, exam-
ples of open and emerging issues related to interpretation 
are reported. Among others presented in Laurent et al. 
(2020), those issues should be taken into account when 
critically assessing LCA results.

In Table 1, we report the different issues from the inter-
pretation step , including those highlighted by the papers 
featuring this special issue, and the main open challenges 
the LCA community should address to support better 
interpretation of the results.
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